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WELCOME
Orienteers are an incredible bunch of people – none of our clubs can survive
without volunteers and we have an abundance of them but sometimes that just isn’t
enough, just lacking that one person can cause a club to flounder and unfortunately
LOG are now in that position. We have been so fortunate to have had a remarkable
computer person for many many years, Andy Lucas. Due to other commitments
Andy can no longer help so we desperately need another person as per the notice
on page 12 please try to help. Page 4 shows winners of various races, well done to
all, race reports are on pages 5 – 7 we have been well travelled towards the end of
this series so great to see so many there. This is a short version of YOUR
newsletter due to lack of material and feedback, please do let me know what you
would like to read about so I can put together more informative articles.
Ed
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We’re now entering the final stages of the 2014/15 season, with all the major events
in the calendar completed and just our local LUL league to complete, which will only
have 2 events remaining by the time you read this. The Spring series was great fun
and we got to run around our area’s best woodlands before the undergrowth got
too crazy and then the Spring Cup saw a tremendous turn-out of 14 teams, with
some super head-to-head competition on the night around the University campus.
Well done to the winning, all-female, team of Charlotte Ward, Helen Parkinson and
Joanna Swinbourne! The LUL began in fine style on the new HALO area of The
Willows, Grimsby, a fantastic addition to the urban scene, with its complex snickets
and gunnels, and is currently continuing apace. The finale is Saturday 4th July on
Mike Hampton’s new Skegness map and I hope everyone will make an effort to
support Clare Hanna’s efforts to bring O to the Lincolnshire seaside!
It would be remiss of me at this point not to talk about the club’s defence of the
Lincs Challenge Shield, which went surprisingly well, given that we were stretched
very thin in certain classes. Indeed, it’s the first time we’ve won it without the
assistance of a sizeable RAFO cadet contingent and it was all down to our own
juniors stepping up to the plate and delivering in fine style. Hannah Mather had to
score in both the Prologue and the Chase, as the only junior girl, and she did this
with some aplomb! A dsq or mp from her or Tanya Taylor, as the only senior female,
in either race and it would have been game over. The other juniors of Craig Lucas,
Will Parkinson, Ben Mather and Toby Williams all performed commendably and it
was then left to the rest of the team to make sure that the cup stayed with us for
the second year in succession.
So, what next? A crew of LOG and HALO, numbering around 28, will be heading up
to help out on the marshalling front at the World Champs, in Scotland, at the end
of July and this should be a great experience to be involved in this. It’s been 16
years since WOC was last here and who knows when we’ll next get the chance to
see the top elite on these shores. Hopefully, Team GB will do well and it’ll be
wonderful to see local girl, Charlotte Ward HALO, make her debut in the sprint
discipline. LOG wish her all the best…
Finally, we enter a short recess during the school holiday and then we’ll be back in
action in mid August with the 3rd annual Wolds Mini Mountain Marathon and club
nights will also be returning around this time. The Lincoln City Race, our premier
event, will follow shortly after this and both the area (Ermine West & East) and
planner, John Mather, will be making their urban debuts! Good luck to John and the
other personnel involved in planning the other two early autumn events at Burleigh
Park (Jeff Baker) and Grantham (Amanda Roberts).
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LOG WINS LCS AGAIN !!

Tanya receiving trophy for 1st
Paul receiving trophy for 1st
place for the Poacher Long at place in York City race.
Pillar woods
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Stoke Rochford

7 th May planned by Steve Bones

Short

Long

Tech

1 Matt Crowley 1 Connor Phillips

1 Liam Harrington

2 Maria Lockie

2 Jo Nell

2 Tanya Taylor

3 Sarah Pike

3 Helen Parkinson

3 Paul Murgatroyd

South Common 14 th May

by Paul Murgatroyd

South Common was the venue for the final Spring Series event and, as usual,
the area didn’t disappoint. It may seem, from appearances, to be a straight
forward enough place to navigate, but the plethora of negative features, along
with the seasonal vegetation, combined to make this a suitably tricky finale to
what has been an excellent series overall. When dreaming up the plans for this
event, I wanted to bring something different to the technical, as many LOG runners now know
this area inside-out and a standard line course would be too straight-forward. So, on reading a
recent CompassSport magazine article, I came across the idea for 'Hub O' - a score variant - that I
thought would suit South Common brilliantly. Basically, the normal score format of 20 controls in a
certain time limit was supplemented by the fact that the runner had to visit one of 3 hub controls
every 3rd control, thus creating lots of mini-loops and adding to the planning dilemma confronted
by the orienteer.
On this Technical course, Liam Harrington made it a full-house of wins, collecting all 23 controls in
a shade over 47 minutes. Tom George, in second, and HALO’s Dave Jolly, in third, were the only
other two to bag the lot on the night. The Long course saw a fascinating finale, with Helen
Parkinson (NOC) and Jo Nell going head-to-head for the title and, although Jo beat Helen
comfortably on the night, this wasn’t enough to secure the title, as Helen’s husband denied her
the 50pts that would have secured the victory! Finally, the Short course was also a ‘winner takes
all’ shoot-out between RAFO cadets, Stephen Wilson and Max Crowley, and it couldn’t have been
tighter. On the night, Stephen took second place, edging out Max into third, and this led to them
both tying on 197 pts, but Max took the title on count back, having secured two wins to Stephen’s
one.
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Paul Murgatroyd

A cracking evening’s entertainment at the University, with 42 runners
across 14 teams competing for the biannual Spring Cup title, with many
commenting afterwards how much they enjoyed the three-man relay
format. Planning an event like this is always enjoyable. There’s only two
courses (bonus!), only 2.5k distance to find (double bonus!) and you can
have loads of fun dreaming up intricate short legs, with multiple traps
and wicked control descriptions (which side of the fence is it going to
be…?). On the night, the going was fast, with some interesting head to
head battles developing across the field, and there was little respite in between the two loops
around the campus and surrounding buildings. Lots of micro and macro route choice was on offer
and interpreting the control descriptions quickly and accurately was also pivotal to success!
On the night, Team Florent, comprised of the all female line-up of Charlotte Ward, Jo Swinbourne
and Helen Parkinson, ran all their loops in a combined time of 2:09:08, edging out Team Tully
(Family Barker-Pilsworth) by just over 4 minutes, with Team Bolton (Mark Hebden, Jeff Baker and
Liam Matson) a further 2 minutes back in third. On the two loops, from an individual perspective,
only two runners made the 15 minute winning time on the longer A (Liam Harrington and
Charlotte Ward), but the short B saw Charlotte and Liam also joined by planner, Paul Murgatroyd,
in breaking the 15 minute barrier. Five teams had runners dsq or dnf at some stage, which is
always going to be the case in these kind of races, where people are running faster than they
would normally and making easy mistakes, such as not checking control numbers or missing
controls out.

Horncastle Urban 11th June by Geoff

Last time we ran in Horncastle there were numerous complaints of
nettles, this time I used 45 gallons of `Round-up’, and I’ll be putting
my claim in at the next meeting!
There have been quite a few juniors at the last few events so I decided to move our Start into the
playing fields area. This made the Short course safer with only very minor roads to cross. On the
night, only one entrant ran the Short, and Maria wasn't even a junior. At least the Black Swan Pub
was good and the landlord, Aiden, made us very welcome. His real ale is recommended.
Maria Lockie sprinted around the Short in good time. Jeff Baker continued his recent winning
streak by taking the Medium, with Connor Phillips and Marc Aluzzi close behind. The Long Course
was well named, skirting the perimeter of Horncastle, Tom George made it an easy first place with
Paul Murgatroyd and Dave Jolly in pursuit.
There were 30 entrants in total. Very few moans about nettles. There’s no doubt that the map
needs a few tweaks and I’m super pleased to say that almost everybody got their feet wet !!
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Sleaford Urban 25th June by Sean Harrington
I started at 2:00 pm on a humid afternoon in Sleaford putting
out the controls, allowing me to walk round the course and
finishing just after 5:00pm. Things were going well until near
the end when I noticed a small cut through to the Sainsbury’s
car park had been closed by builders and was impassable, this
only affected the short course which put a bit of a dog leg
between a couple of their controls.
On the long course quite a few people were caught out by going through the
cemetery only to find a small closed gate at the far end and having to double
back, the later runners that tried to use that route were luckier as the front
cemetery gates were closed. After checking the map with several people at the
end we were happy that it showed the gate at the far end of the cemetery as
being closed and therefore not a route option.
There were also a couple of other closed routes that did not make too much
difference but did highlight the problems with urban areas involving gates being
closed at different times of the day.
The short course was won by Ben Mather pushing his sister Hannah into second
place, medium was won by Andy Barker-Pilsworth with Jo Nell in second place
and the long course winner being Liam Harrington with HALO’s Brian Ward
coming in second.
I think from most comments after the event people had enjoyed the courses!!!!!
AS usual after LOG events a few of us went to a local pub for a drink and “dog
hanging”, while I take full responsibility for the venue, how was I going to know
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VENUE
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CLUB

2 JULY

BRIGG

HALO

4 JULY

SKEGNESS

LOG

5 JULY

NOTTS UNI

NOC

19 JULY

RUSHCLIFF

NOC

25 JULY

WILLESLEY

LEI

DATE

VENUE

CLUB

16 AUGUST

CLIFTON
CAMPUS

NOC

22 AUGUST

TETFORD

LOG

LOG
22 AUGUST
WOLDS MINI MARATHON

DON’T MISS IT
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Spring Relays
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12th May

LOG Committee Minutes

2015

Present: Paul, Sean, John, Anne, Geoff, Amanda, Clare, Hayley, Tom.
Apologies for Absence: Trudy, Jo, Michael, Liam Ian.
Approval of Minutes of Meeting on 12 March 2015: Agreed.
Matters Arising:
2/6. It was understood that a meeting between LOG, LEI and the FC had been set.
2/9. CH had found a Child Protection course. It was agreed that the club would pay the £35 fee. TG to
send link to a free online course, CH to check with ID if this would be adequate for Clubmark or not.
2/11. AR to update event participation registration document.
2/12. TC to look into BOF award requirements.
Treasurer’s Report: The current account was running a low after paying for the mapping of Burghley.
The Spring/LUL Series events would bring in some money, but the 3 larger events would all fall in the next
financial year. It may be necessary to move some funds from the deposit account. After an analysis of
the Facebook Campaign it was felt that the payment per click system needed improving, TG to contact
TVOC to confirm best approach. The aims were a) To raise the profile of events b) Advertise to nonmembers c) To keep fringe members aware of club activities. The final payment was due to be made to
Badaguish at the end of June.
EMOA Report: AR gave a report from the last EMOA meeting. Other clubs had tried to use the ‘Park
Runs’ to attract new members without much success, AR to find out more details. AR to inform EMOA that
Burghley was not going to be suitable venue for Midland Champs 2020. The committee felt that an EM
Night League was duplicating on what clubs already provided. EMOA AGM Mon 21 Sep 2015.
Spring Series Review & Spring Cup Relays: The choice of venues had been popular and the series
had attracted some new members to the club. Entries were now being taken for the Relays - Thu 28
May, closing date 25 May. Prizes had been donated by The Lincolnshire Runner (vouchers).
WOC 2015 Update: Linda Cairns had come along and given a briefing to the WOC team about the jobs
and administration required. PM to email out details and collate volunteer arrival/departure times. There
was one spare place on the WOC team if anyone wished to join in - if interested please let PM know asap.

LUL - Preview: Now 6 events, 4 on Thursday evenings, 2 on Saturday mornings. Short, Middle & Long
courses, scoring to be organised to encourage members to attend to support the club score. PM to speak
to HALO to confirm Saturday events to have starts 10 am-12 noon, courses close 1 pm.
LCS Update: Wed 24 Jun 15 at Hemswell Cliff, Gainsborough, 6pmish. Sprint Format. JM asked to take
on role of Chairman for the evening as PM away.
Level C Events Update: For each event fees would be £1 parking, £7 adult, £3 junior, £9 non-member.
a) Lincoln - Sat 5 Sep 15 - JM Planner, PM Controller. Assembly at Yarborough Pavilion with access for
parking from Burton Road. Toilets, changing facilities and registration/results area.
b) Burghley - Sun 4 Oct 15 - JB Planner, LEI Controller.
c) Grantham - Sun 25 Oct 15 - AR Planner, JB Controller. Assembly to be at Grantham College or
Grantham Football Club.
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12th May 2015

Continued

Wolds Mini MM - Sat 22 Aug 15: Event had been registered. To start from Tetford, at the pub.
3 hour score event. EOD £7 adults/ £9 non-members.
Indoor Champs - Thu 10 Sep 15: AG to register event. £3 adults/£4 non-members.
CST 2017 - Sun 12 Mar 2017: The club had provisionally put forward Burwell & Haugham for
the CST qualifying round in 2017. The landowners were happy, the only issue was parking.
Adjacent land/farmyards being looked into. The idea was a ‘Lincolnshire Bomber Weekend’ to
coincide with the LOG 30 th anniversary, combined with an LUL event in Louth on the Saturday.
Club Computer Role: Andy Lucas had let the club know that he wished to hand on his role of
maintaining the website and operating the computer/SI kit for the club. There was a discussion
about the various tasks involved - Operating equipment at events, Programming for courses,
Maintenance/updating of SI kit, Publishing of results, Updating club website. SH to speak to Andy
about leaving website event pages live so that they could be updated each year with new details.
JM volunteered to speak to Andy about the role maintaining the website/uploading results etc. PM
to approach other members who may wish to get involved in the technical side. Any members with
a job/interest in this area who would like to get involved were asked to contact the committee.

Thomas Jefferson said

Nothing can stop the man with the right mental attitude achieving
his goal, nothing on earth can help a man with the wrong mental
attitude.
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URGENT URGENT URGENT WE NEED YOU
PLEASE CAN YOU SPARE A COUPLE OF HOURS
A WEEK TO HELP YOUR CLUB CONTINUE.
WE DESPERATELY NEED A COMPUTER PERSON
TO TAKE OVER FROM ANDY LUCAS WHO IS
STEPPING DOWN FROM HIS ROLE AFTER MANY
YEARS OF DEVOTED SERVICE.
ALL HELP WILL BE GIVEN

Find on Facebook
Brian Ward running the Spring
Relays with headcam on also
Charlotte running the LCS
- very interesting watching.
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Competition Page

WHO DO THESE LEGS BELONG TO?? TAKEN AT
SPRING RELAYS.
Entries to
newsletter@logonline.org.uk

Last Months competition was
Sudbrooke and I added a knoll

Only one answer for last months comp. and that was within 2 mins of
me mailing out the newsletter, it will come as no surprise to anyone
that it was our illustrious chairman Paul - he has already won a
magnificent prize and as the bank is a bit tight we could only afford
the above so congrats Paul.
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RESULT

- No 1

Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site – www.logonline.org.uk
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